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Real Estate and Property Law for Paralegals Jan 12 2021 Complete introduction to real estate and property law, designed
with the paralegal student in mind. This straightforward, student-friendly text lays out the basic foundations of the law,
accompanied by real world examples. The author provides a solid foundation the basics of real estate law, including the
practicalities of daily legal work. In a balanced approach, Bevans covers all the key topics paralegals need to know in an easyto-read and engaging style that utilizes numerous examples and illustrations but never overwhelms the student. Wellstructured pedagogy reinforces this readable text. Each chapter features a variety of effective learning aids, including forms,
edited cases, and a wealth of exercises for mastering the material and building practical paralegal skills. The revised Fifth
Edition is thoroughly updated with changes in the law. Key Features: Updated procedures and documentation for real estate
closings Current forms throughout the text Recent cases that signal changes in the law Fresh coverage of technology as used
in the office, such as cloud computing, Adobe Acrobat and PDFs, Speech Recognition Software, and Electronic Billing
Property Law For Dummies Jul 18 2021 The easy way to make sense of property law Understanding property law is vital for
all aspiring lawyers and legal professionals, and property courses are foundational classes within all law schools. Property
Law For Dummies tracks to a typical property law course and introduces you to property law and theory, exploring different
types of property interests—particularly "real property." In approachable For Dummies fashion, this book gives you a better
understanding of the important property law concepts and aids in the reading and analysis of cases, statutes, and regulations.
Tracks to a typical property law course Plain-English explanations make it easier to grasp property law concepts Serves as
excellent supplemental reading for anyone preparing for their state's Bar Exam The information in Property Law For
Dummies benefits students enrolled in a property law course as well as non-students, landlords, small business owners, and
government officials, who want to know more about the ins and outs property law.
Cheshire's Modern Law of Real Property Jun 16 2021
An Introduction to Real Property Law Jul 30 2022
Florida Real Property Sales Transactions Oct 21 2021 Florida Real Property Sales Transactions covers all the issues a
practitioner is likely to encounter when involved in a real property sales transaction in Florida: from the initial attorney-client
discussion about clauses in a contract for sale and purchase, to the documents required at a closing, as well as most points in
between. Highlights of the New Edition include: •Impact of the Obergefell decision on same-sex marriages with respect to
title considerations. •Discussion of local government financing of energy-related qualifying improvements under F.S. 163.08
•Elaboration on guaranties, specifically in regard to the effect the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection
Act has over them. •Updated statutory and case law. Newly Revised Contracts and Forms •Florida Bar and the Florida
Association of REALTORS Residential Contract for Sale and Purchase (rev. 4/17). •Florida Association of REALTORS

Residential Sale and Purchase Contract (CRSP-15) •Florida Bar and the Florida Association of REALTORS Comprehensive
Rider (CR-5) •Florida Association of REALTORS Comprehensive Addendum (CRSP-15 Addenda) •Enhanced Life Estate
Deed •Trustee’s Affidavit
Australian Property Law Oct 28 2019 Australian Property Law: Cases and Materials, 5th Edition remains a comprehensive
collection of statutes, cases and reference material on Australian real and personal property with notes and questions to
provoke fuller understanding and matters for reconsideration.
North Carolina Real Estate Law Sep 07 2020 This book is designed as a text book covering the major issues of real estate
law. Designed with both the student and practitioner in mind, the text strikes a balance between theory and practice. The
author develops the foundation of North Carolina real property law and then puts theory into practice by describing numerous
practical applications, from creating offer of purchase contracts to title searches. Although there are real estate texts available
that comcentrate exclusively on North Carolina law, they fall into two camps: theory or practice. This text balances the
competing needs of students and practitioners by addressing both concerns. The text explains the theoretical bases of real
property law in North Carolina and then provides practical, hands-on examples of how to apply this theoretical knowledge.
For this new edition, Bevans updated and revised information throughout the text.
Webster's Real Estate Law in North Carolina Sep 19 2021
Ohio Real Estate Law Nov 29 2019
Introduction to Real Property Law Aug 07 2020
Real Property in a Nutshell Dec 11 2020 This concise work discusses most rules covered in real property casebooks. The text
is divided into three sections. Part One provides an overview of property interests by covering lost v. mislaid v. abandoned
property, adverse possession, gifts, common law estates, future interests, landlord-tenant law, concurrent ownership, marital
property rights, easements, profits, licenses, real covenants, and equitable servitudes. Part Two covers conveyancing,
including real estate brokers, contracts of sale, deeds, recording, title insurance, and mortgages. Part Three covers a variety of
property rights and liabilities, including airspace, water rights, the right to support, agreed boundaries, fixtures, trespass,
nuisance, and land use regulation.
Fundamentals of Modern Real Property Law Feb 22 2022
Florida Real Property Litigation Mar 26 2022 Florida Real Property Litigation provides invaluable statutory and case
analysis, pleading forms, and practice pointers. This essential reference examines a broad range of topics, including access
and eviction, foreclosure of mortgages and liens, boundary and title problems, and covenants and easements, and features an
entire chapter devoted to successful recovery of attorneys' fees in real property disputes. To further aid the practitioner, the
text incorporates over 100 forms and checklists to guide you through efficient and effective litigation. Highlights of the new
8th Edition include: • New discussion regarding ◦ equitable lien and unjust enrichment claims ◦ provisions in leases and
executory contracts ◦ bankruptcy ◦ prohibited government exactions — F.S. 70.45 ◦ new legislation defining property owner •
New Case Law • Revised statutes and rules
Colorado Real Property Law May 28 2022
Real Estate Law Apr 14 2021 Unlike existing textbooks written for law students on specific subjects impacting real estate
transactions, Real Estate Law: Fundamentals for The Development Process uses "The Development Process" as a framework
for understanding how the U.S. legal system regulates, facilitates, and generally impacts real estate transactions and their
outcomes. This book not only addresses the nature of specific legal issues directly relating to real estate transactions but also
how those issues may best be identified and addressed in advance. This book breaks down the myriad of laws influencing the
selection, acquisition, development, financing, ownership, and management of real estate, and presents them in context.
Readers of Real Estate Law will gain a practical understanding, from the perspective of a real property developer or real
estate executive, investor, or lender, of: how to identify potential legal issues before they arise; when to involve a real estate
attorney; how to select an attorney with the appropriate, relevant experience; and how to efficiently and economically engage
and manage legal counsel in addressing real estate issues. Written as a graduate-level text book, Real Estate Law comes with
numerous useful features including a glossary of terms, chapter summaries, discussion questions, further reading, and a
companion website with instructor resources. It is a resource of great value to real estate and finance professionals, both with
and without law degrees, engaged in one aspect or another of real estate development and finance, who want to become more
conversant in the legal issues impacting these transactions.
Real Estate Law May 04 2020 Discover the challenges and success found in the law of real estate ownership, transfer, and
development as REAL ESTATE LAW, 11E brings the day-to-day transactions of today’s real estate marketplace to life. This
practical hands-on study of the laws affecting real property offers lively case selections and clear discussions of the rules and
regulations of contemporary real estate. This book’s unique, realistic approach has received significant praise for its ability to
teach future and practicing professionals to recognize, prevent, and resolve legal problems. This edition keeps readers
actively engaged with the latest changes in the law, new cases, and surprising developments, ranging from endless
foreclosures to liability issues for birds landing in one’s buildings. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the

product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Real Property Law at a Glance Aug 19 2021 LexisNexis At a Glance Cards are dynamic and easy to use cards that cover the
major core subject areas of law. Ideal reference tools for both students and practitioners, each card guides the student through
answering problem questions using notes, flowcharts and eye-catching lists.LexisNexis At a Glance Cards are dynamic and
easy to use cards that cover the major core subject areas of law. Ideal reference tools for both students and practitioners, each
card guides the student through answering problem questions using notes, flowcharts and eye-catching lists.
The Law of Real Property Aug 31 2022 Megarry and Wade : The Law of Real Property
MEGARRY & WADE Apr 26 2022
Real Estate Law Dec 31 2019 Succeed in your real estate law course with REAL ESTATE LAW, 9th Edition. This proven
text combines practical legal examples with theory and case law to give you a comprehensive picture of the field. Rather than
using a state-specific format, the book covers real estate law generally, offering discussions, short case summaries, longer
teaching cases, exhibits, and practical applications that help you spot the issues, apply legal principles to realistic situations,
and recognize when to consult an attorney. Coverage of ethical concerns and public policy matters helps you understand key
issues relating to real estate law. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
Lytton's Handbook on Texas Property Law Oct 09 2020 Knowing all the ins and outs of property law from state to state can
be a difficult and time-consuming task. When issues arise related to ownership and tenancy of property, it is important for
lawyers, real estate brokers and agents, and landmen to have an efficient and comprehensive way to both understand and
clarify the precedents, regulations, and rights associated with state property laws. Lytton's Handbook on Texas Property Law
covers a broad expanse of various aspects of Texas property law, and it offers a range of comprehensive perspectives on
many topics related to property, ownership, sovereignty, and landlord/tenant rights. Containing thirty chapters with extensive
citations to legal authority, it provides law and real estate professionals with a user-friendly and practical guidebook for
quickly and efficiently navigating and understanding Texas property law, codes, and legal precedent. When legal disputes
arise related to owning and leasing property; maintaining estates; managing residential or commercial tenancies and
condominiums; handling deeds, mortgages, and covenants; and controlling rights to waters, soils, and products of the land,
this comprehensive handbook can help both professionals and laypersons better understand both the laws and how to
approach resolution.
The Real Property Law of the State of New York Feb 10 2021
Real Property Law in China May 16 2021 Written for legal professionals who deal with foreign investments and real
property transactions in China, this book discusses the key laws and regulations relevant to foreign investment in various
types of transactions involving real property rights and to illustrate the application of those laws through an examination of
exemplar projects.
Introduction to the Law of Real Property Apr 02 2020 Previous editions published in : 2002 (3rd) and 1962 (1st).
Property Law For Dummies Jun 28 2022 The easy way to make sense of property law Understanding property law is vital
for all aspiring lawyers andlegal professionals, and property courses are foundational classeswithin all law schools. Property
Law For Dummies tracks to atypical property law course and introduces you to property law andtheory, exploring different
types of propertyinterests—particularly "real property." In approachable For Dummies fashion, this book gives you abetter
understanding of the important property law concepts andaids in the reading and analysis of cases, statutes, andregulations.
Tracks to a typical property law course Plain-English explanations make it easier to grasp property lawconcepts Serves as
excellent supplemental reading for anyone preparingfor their state's Bar Exam The information in Property Law For
Dummies benefitsstudents enrolled in a property law course as well as non-students,landlords, small business owners, and
government officials, whowant to know more about the ins and outs property law.
Florida Real Property Law (Bluebook) Dec 23 2021 Brought to you through a collaboration between LexisNexis and the
Florida Bar Legal Publications, this affordable, practice-enhancing single volume provides targeted, authoritative coverage of
real property law in Florida - both the legislative and analytical content you need to succeed in practice. The Bluebook
contains relevant state statutes and regulations addressing conveyances, recording, foreclosure, easements, title insurance, and
homeowners’ associations, as well as professional qualifications of real estate brokers, sales agents, appraisers and home
inspectors. Practice material covers topics such as the pandemic and real property law, protecting tenants in foreclosure,
mortgage fraud, and much more.
New York Real Property Law (Bluebook) Oct 01 2022 The New York Real Property Law Bluebook includes the complete
Real Property Law and the Real Property Actions and Proceedings Law, and selected provisions of related statutes, with
amendment notes. The Bluebook also includes the Real Property Timetable, updated New York Court Directory, and topical
Index. The Bluebook is part of the LexisNexis New York Colorbooks series.
Powell on Real Property Nov 09 2020
Commonwealth Caribbean Property Law Nov 21 2021 This 5th edition of Commonwealth Caribbean Property Law sets out

clearly and concisely the central principles of the law of real property in the region, guiding students through this core but
often complex subject area. Fully revised and updated to include important new case law from the various Caribbean
jurisdictions, the book provides comprehensive coverage of the key topics studied by undergraduates, including coownership, leaseholds, condominium, restrictive covenants, easements, mortgages and adverse possession. Emphasis is on
those areas that are most commonly litigated in the region, and the book contains discussion of, or reference to, many
unreported cases. This new edition features expanded coverage of freehold estates, a glossary of key terms, and a new
question and answer section at the end of the book. Commonwealth Caribbean Property Law is essential reading for LLB
students in Caribbean universities and students on CAPE Law courses and, with its analysis of the substantive laws across
several jurisdictions, it will continue to be an invaluable reference tool for legal practitioners in the region.
Disruptive Technology, Legal Innovation, and the Future of Real Estate Aug 26 2019 This book addresses challenges that
new technologies and the big data revolution pose to existing regulatory and legal frameworks. The volume discusses issues
such as blockchain and its implications for property transactions and taxes, three (or four) dimensional title registration, land
use and urban planning in the age of big data, and the future of property rights in light of these changes. The book brings
together an interdisciplinary collection of chapters that revolve around the potential influence of disruptive technologies on
existing legal norms and the future development of real estate markets. The book is divided into five parts. Part I presents a
survey of the current available research on blockchain and real estate. Part II provides a background on property law for the
volume, grounding it in fundamental theory. Part III discusses the changing landscapes of property rights while Part IV
debates the potential effects of blockchain on land registration. Finally the book concludes with Part V, which is devoted to
new technological applications relevant to real estate. Providing an interdisciplinary perspective on emerging technologies
that have the potential to disrupt the real estate industry and the regulation of it, this book will appeal to a broad audience,
consisting of scholars, policy-makers, practitioners, and students, interested in real estate, law, economics, blockchain, and
technology policy.
Bender's Selected Statutes of the State of New York Jun 24 2019
Introduction to the Law of Real Property Jan 24 2022 Basically a revised edition of [the author's] A preliminary survey of the
law of real property.
Introduction to the Law of Real Property Jun 04 2020 This classic monograph presents a simple, concise and readable text of
the history of the English common law scheme of estates in land, including future interests, and the scheme's importation to
the United States. The text specially treats the types of interests a person can hold in land today and the associated legal rules
that affect those interests. The text is peppered with many review problems to assist the reader in learning the material in the
monograph.
A Practical Guide to Commercial Real Estate Transactions Jan 30 2020 For proven guidance and techniques for handling a
commercial real estate deal, this practical guide will help you negotiate and close the deal. The authors cover each step of a
real estate transaction in the order in which it generally arises, and offers pertinent advice, practice comments, and sample
forms throughout. Because much of the real estate lawyer's practice revolves around transactional documents, the book's
chapters emphasize the drafting, negotiation, and revision needed to get a deal closed. Written by a law professor and two real
estate practitioners, this book offers a useful combination of text overview and practice pointers. It helps lawyers with less
experience navigate through the maze of steps involved in a real estate transaction. At the same time, it serves as a valuable
reference for more seasoned attorneys as well as those whose practice is concentrated in other areas of the law. Downloadable
forms are available online.
Basic Real Estate and Property Law for Paralegals Jul 26 2019 This approachable textbook by Jeffrey A. Helewitz is a basic
introduction to real estate law that lays out the foundations of the law in a readable, helpful format. A thorough yet
manageable introduction with examples that clarify the paralegal’s role, Basic Real Estate and Property Law for Paralegals
covers estates in land and future interests; titles; land use; conveyancing; closing procedures; condos, co-ops, and commercial
property; and landlord-tenant law. In the Sixth Edition, new cases bring fresh perspectives on the following topics: The Rule
against Perpetuities Public nuisance claims Problems with covenants and horizontal privity Legal and ethical problems
associated with securities backed by sub-prime mortgages Warranty of habitability and security deposits Bailments
Professors and students will benefit from: Helpful chapter pedagogy, including key terms, practical tips, ethical points, and
chapter summaries, that reinforces the discussions in the book Edited cases in each chapter that give students practice reading
and analyzing case decisions Legal forms in each chapter that provide examples and practice documents on a topic-by-topic
basis Clear examples that help students understand the material Final chapter on personal property that introduces students to
essential concepts of tangible and intangible property Extensive practice and review features with end-of-chapter review
points, exercises, activities, and analytical situational analyses
Pindar's Georgia Real Estate Law and Procedure Jul 06 2020
The New York Law and Practice of Real Property Nov 02 2022
Real Estate and Property Law for Paralegals Mar 02 2020 Real Estate and Property Law for Paralegals by Neal R. Bevans

offers a dynamic approach that balances theory and practice Designed with the paralegal student in mind, this accessible
introduction to real estate and property law combines a thorough presentation of key topics with examples, forms, and
exercises that mirror legal practice. With Neal R. Bevans’ Real Estate and Property Law for Paralegals, students get a firm
grasp on real estate law and procedure—and a running start in their careers as paralegals. New to the Seventh Edition: New
section in each chapter on COVID-19 concerns, addressing current and possible changes to real estate practice in response to
the pandemic Real World Perspectives in each chapter, providing practical and timely discussions of new developments in
real estate law Updated case excerpts reflecting new developments in the law New graphs, exhibits, and other visual aids
demonstrate current trends Sample test questions included in the text to reinforce student learning Professors and students
will benefit from: Neal R. Bevans’ clear and engaging coverage of real estate and property law Lively discussion of ethics in
each chapter Practice exercises that reflect the work of a paralegal Realistic examples based on legal practice Figures, tables,
sample forms, and annotated legal documents Case excerpts that expose students to the language of the law Boldfaced terms
with definitions in the margins Timely references to online resources Chapter Objectives and Review Questions, and in every
chapter Text boxes that highlight various aspects of law and practice Real Estate Basics a at a Glance Skills You Need in the
Real World Tech Topics
Modern Chinese Real Estate Law Sep 27 2019 With massive growth taking place in the real estate industry, how can China
develop a free market and private ownership of land while still officially subscribing to Communist ideology? This study uses
fieldwork interviews to establish how the Chinese real estate market operates in practice from both legal and business
perspectives. It describes how the market functions, which laws are applicable and how they are applied, and how a nation
can achieve dramatic economic growth so rapidly while its legal system is so unsettled. The book demonstrates how China is
drawing on the world for ideas while retaining a domestic system that remains essentially Chinese, and how the recent
revitalization of China's real estate market has confounded the predictions of many developments economists.
Florida Real Property Law (Bluebook) 2021 Edition Mar 14 2021 Brought to you through a collaboration between
LexisNexis and the Florida Bar Legal Publications, this affordable, practice-enhancing single volume provides targeted,
authoritative coverage of real property law in Florida - both the legislative and analytical content you need to succeed in
practice. The Bluebook contains relevant state statutes and regulations addressing conveyances, recording, foreclosure,
easements, title insurance, and homeowners' associations, as well as professional qualifications of real estate brokers, sales
agents, appraisers and home inspectors. Practice material covers topics such as the pandemic and real property law, protecting
tenants in foreclosure, mortgage fraud, and much more.
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